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The Tokamak ITER [1] will operate at high density and neutral opacity [2], with a limitation 

of pedestal fuelling inside the Last Closed Flux Surface (LCFS) through ionization from edge 

sources.  Several ITER-relevant experiments on Alcator C-Mod have been shown that high 

neutral opacity is compatible with a steep density gradient at the plasma edge [3]. This work 

illustrates the edge modeling of Alcator C-Mod discharges, considering not only a diffusive 

transport but also a particle pinch velocity Vpinch. The analysis is performed with the SOL 

modeling tool SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE [4], which allows the extension of fluid mesh up to the 

first wall letting in this way the evaluation of heat flux to all divertor and first wall. The 

discharges are in pure deuterium, with external heating (ICRF), and they are characterized by 

a high magnetic field Bt ~8T.  These particular discharges operated at opacity with a factor 

about four-time lower than those on ITER (~1.5x1020m-2), while current day machines 

operate typically at opacity values that are about a factor 10 lower than those expected on 

ITER. The effect of Vpinch on modelling is evaluated with its scan and the results are 

compared with the experimental data at Outer mid Plane (Thomson scattering data), divertor 

region (Surface Thermocouple, Rail Langmuir probe, and Mirror Langmuir probe), and 

filterscope measurements of 𝐷𝛼 light at the midplane inside the LCFS as well as in the SOL.  

These regimes could be important also for DTT [5] because it will operate in these regimes.
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